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STANTON ST JOHN PARISH COUNCIL 

 

Minutes of the Annual Parish Meeting held at The Village Hall on Monday 16th April 2018 at 
7.30pm. 
 
Present: Parish Councillors: David Polgreen, Andrew Clark, Gina Moore, Alex Smith, David 
Stern. 
 
Kirsten Johnson, John Walsh, Hannah, David Foale, Dave Pullen, Sheila Pullen, Geoff Wise, 
Peter Wingfield-Stratford, Fariba Battye, John Battye, Kathie Lauder, Jamie Newall, Jim 
Clark, Richard Stanley. 
 
Presiding: David Polgreen (Chairman of Stanton St John Parish Council) 
 
1. Apologies for absence – Julie Stoyle (Clerk) 
 
2. Minutes of meeting held on 10th April 2017 – these were duly signed by the Chairman 

as a true record of the proceedings 
 

3. Chairman’s Report  
Rome had a year of 4 emperors and England has had 2 years of 3 Kings. Well this past fiscal year 
has been the year of the 3 clerks in Stanton St John. Actually maybe that is 4 clerks because I did the 
job between December and March. The whole experience has really opened my eyes to how much 
we ask our clerks to do. Clare Massey gave up the role in September after 4 years in the post. She 
has returned to her previous career as a biochemist. Then Catherine Chester took over until 
December.  
 
Our experience with Cath taught us a valuable lesson as I think we let her down. It is essential that we 
support our clerks and protect them from abuse. I think no one on the council quite realised the 
breadth of learning that is required by a new Clerk and Responsible Financial Officer (to give them 
their full title). I think some people see clerks as secretaries, but they are so much more than this. As 
well as running meetings, agendas, minutes and replying to emails, they have to be accountants 
keeping tabs on spending and income and reconciling accounts. Then they have to work with HMRC 
on VAT, Income Tax and National Insurance with all the myriad of forms that requires. There are two 
audits that have to be undertaken and even Data Protection and transparency rules to be adhered to. 
I learned during my period as clerk how difficult this all is to pick up and how much work is required. 
All this for a salary just above the Minimum Wage. Partly for this reason and partly because we were 
getting no candidates we decided to raise the clerk’s salary. This required raising the precept to 
£19200. We have now appointed Julie Stoyle from Wheatley as our clerk and she has made a very 
good start. She can’t be with us tonight because she had a holiday already booked when we 
appointed her. I would like to say an enormous thank you to Clare, Cath and Julie for all their hard 
work. 
 
Of course, clerks are paid but councillors just do the job for the love of it. Many areas struggle to have 
a full council and I can’t say I’m surprised with the amount of work that is required and the abuse 
councillors sometimes get.  
 
I have been chair for 5 years but with ailing parents taking more time and a fairly difficult year as chair 
I have decided to step down in May. I will continue as a councillor until the next election when I hope 
some new blood will look to joining the council. Thank you to all my fellow councillors for all their 
support. 
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All our chopping and changing has meant that we have had to work hard to keep on top of everything. 
We have had a number of planning issues and are having to address huge threats to our village in the 
form of the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway and the potential Wick Farm development. We have 
recently launched a big letter writing campaign and will soon be distributing posters so that planners 
are in no doubt that we will not put up with these threats. 
 
We have not had any big projects over the last year but still plan to make repairs to the raised 
pavements in the near future which will eat into our reserves which currently stand at £20000. The 
new playground has bedded in well and is being enjoyed by many youngsters. Village life has been 
enhanced by the ongoing groups and organisations and a very successful safari supper last summer.  
 
On a sad note we lost a much loved member of our community, Roy Roden who did so much for the 
village including being headmaster of the school, and heading up innumerable other village 
organisations and sat on this council. His wife Joyce has moved out of the village and we wish her 
well. We will miss them both. 

 
4. Report from Thames Valley Police 

During March 2018, Thames Valley Police received 4 calls from the Stanton St John area, these 
related to:  
1x Report of a road traffic collision 
1x Report of hare coursing 
1x Report of a road hazard 
1x Report of a peacock walking by the road! (Ideally this would not have been reported to the 101 
service as it is not a matter the police would get involved with).  
The suspected hare coursers were located and they turned out to be local dog walkers.  
 
We advise residents to continue to call, when any activity deemed suspicious is seen. 
 
Crime reduction/Prevention advice: 
Unfortunately we have recently seen an increase in theft from motor vehicles. This is mostly 
thefts of tools from vans and sat nav’s from windscreens. Please ensure you remove any 
belongs when leaving your vehicle unattended. The Thame Neighbourhood policing team have 
various crime prevention items available such as Smartwater, tamper proof screws and “no 
tools left in this van overnight” stickers. If you wish to obtain any of these items please e-mail 
the neighborhood team on the e-mail below or call 101.  
 
Consider your parking in case of an emergency  
 
We ask that all members of the local community consider the manner in which they park their vehicles 
along narrow residential roads. When parking your vehicle, consider these scenarios; If there was a 
fire, would a fire engine be able to easily travel along the residential road to get the people in need of 
help? If there was an incident and the police were called, would the police be able to easy access the 
roads? If an ambulance is called to save a life, can they get to the property at the bottom of your 
road? For everyone’s safety, please consider this when parking your vehicle on the residential roads 
in your towns and villages. 
 
 
 

Report sent on behalf of the Wheatley Chalgrove Neighbourhood Police Team 
 

WheatleyChalgroveNHPT@thamesvalley.pnn.police.uk 
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5. Report from Kirsten Johnson, County Councillor 

This time last year, Mrs Anne Purse was your County Councillor. I would like to begin by paying 
tribute to Anne’s 24 years of hard work for this division. She continues to serve the area, both as 
Chair of the Maple Tree Children’s Centre committee and as Parish Transport Representative for 
Beckley, as well as other local roles.  
  
I have enjoyed getting to know you and the parish in my first year as your County Councillor. I have 
worked hard on local issues, doing my best to represent you and resolve local concerns.  
  
One of my roles is as Chair of the Woodeaton Parish Liaison Committee. If any resident has 
complaints about mud on the roads from quarry lorries; notices lorries coming through the village; 
concerns about the speed of lorries; etc., please do get in contact. McKenna Environmental is keen to 
maintain good relationships with surrounding villages and takes complaints seriously. 
  
Many residents in these villages have missed having regular bus services. In November, I submitted a 
motion to Full Council which passed unanimously, calling for public transport in our rural villages. 
Since then, there have been many meetings of the Bus Task & Finish Group as we explore options 
for bringing back our buses. I am grateful for the Otmoor Flyer team who keep the twice-a-week 
Comet service running, and I hope that we can have a daily service again soon. 
  
I have also been working with the Expressway Action Group to oppose the Oxford to Cambridge 
Expressway coming through our villages. Much of the proposed southern route of this major road is 
through Green Belt. Once Green Belt is destroyed, it is lost forever. I personally am not convinced of 
the need for this road, preferring investment in improving existing road infrastructure and rail 
networks. 
  
There have been local concerns on the loose stones in front of the shop and the kerbing on the high 
street. I have met with a highway’s officer to survey this, and also to look at the condition of the 
retaining wall which supports the public footpath. I am hopeful that works will be underway soon to 
remedy these situations. I have a further meeting set up next week to look at other parish road 
concerns. 
  
It has been a privilege to serve the local community. I look forward to working with you in the coming 
year. 

 

6. Report from John Walsh, District Councillor 

The last year has been somewhat fraught with delays in producing our local plan.  This has resulted in 
continual pressure locally for developers to be allowed to build on the green belt. Elsewhere in the 
district the lack of an up to date plan means we cannot demonstrate a five year land supply.  
Developers find it much easier to get permission even where the previous local plan would have 
denied it.  Hopefully an agreed approach will emerge shortly. 
A new fleet of vehicles has been acquired to collect the rubbish and this has restored a regular 
service which had been disrupted by breakdowns, though the winter weather has not been helpful.  
We have retained our place as having the best recycling rate in the country, although stricter rules on 
contamination have reduced percentages for everyone. 
 SODC has a very good record for ensuring that residents do not become homeless.  There is a policy 
of intervening early in the process before a crisis occurs, the law is being revised to require other 
councils to take this approach. We are buying some houses to shelter those who are made homeless 
instead of using bed and breakfast or hostel places. 
For the coming year SODC has increased its council tax charge for the first time in nine years. The 
charge for a band D house has increased from £111.24 to £116.24, it remains below the level it was 
ten years ago. 
Currently the main worry is the Expressway which is proposed to go from Oxford to Milton Keynes 
and on to Cambridge. The routes proposed to the east of Oxford would all be more expensive and 
cause more environmental damage than those to the west, which would mainly involve the upgrading 
of existing roads. I have ensured that all the parishes have been kept informed and encouraged them 
and other volunteers to make submissions to Highways England and the Transport Secretary. 
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7. Report from Village Organisations  

STANTON ST JOHN Women’s Institue – ANNUAL  REPORT  -  MARCH 2018 

We started the year with 21 members, and as usual enjoyed a good range of speakers and activities. 
Once again we celebrated the 90th birthday of one of our members! Sadly one member and one ex-
member died in 2017, and we are sorry to lose another long-standing member who is moving away.  
However, it has been a pleasure to welcome newcomers from Beckley and Marston at the end of our 
WI year, so that at the time of our AGM our numbers have slightly increased. 
We have been quite an active bunch this year, with outings to a wide a range of interesting places, 
from the Bodleian library to a gin and beer distillery, and from Otmoor for a delightful dawn chorus 
walk to Ardley to view the waste disposal facility – all both pleasurable and informative. Our speakers 
likewise covered a fascinating variety of subjects, from Stanton in the past to Iran in the present, and 
from the RNLI at sea to the first English aeronaut. We particularly enjoyed some meetings where we 
simply got together and entertained ourselves:  we learned more about each other from the Show and 
Tell session where members brought items of significance to them, and we made beautiful Christmas 
floral creations under the guidance of Joan Creese.  The November birthday dinner was quite a 
success, and our annual sale in October again raised well over £400, thanks to the generous efforts 
of all concerned.  The garden meeting doubled up with our Group meeting in July, when we joined 
other WIs for an illustrated talk at the Horton cum Studley Millennium Hall, focussing on handicrafts in 
the Philippines.  The year has again seen members helping others by way of donations to food banks 
and the ACWW projects, as well as filling Christmas shoeboxes.  
As ever, we are very grateful to our President who leads us through the year with such enthusiasm 
and commitment.  Thanks are also due to the Committee who support her and help to plan the year’s 
events, especially our hard-working Treasurer. Thanks to Fariba for dealing with the WI bulbs. And, of 
course, the whole show would not go on without our lovely members, who remain so loyal and keep 
us going with delicious refreshments at each meeting. We thank them all! 
 

Cairn's Fudge Cricket Club   

The key points are as follows: 
  

1. We finished mid table last year, and didn’t concede any games due to lack of players.  
2. Cairns Fudge will be playing in the Oxfordshire Cricket Association League 2 next year, and 

we have a strong player base to choose from. 
3. We have made a big effort to clear and tidy the grounds of the Rec but may need some PC 

assistance with the trees which will need professionally pruning. 
4. We have also started to make repairs to the Pavilion. We realise that we can’t raise the funds 

to build a new building easily, so we are fixing what we can to prolong the life of the current 
facility. 

5. The plan is to paint the pavilion Black once complete. This is to mimic the look of traditional 
barns around the local area. 

 

Mother and Baby Group 

The key points are as follows: 
1. We have continued to meet every second Thursday in term time, 10.30-noon 
2. This regularly attracts 7 families from Stanton and number more from Horton 
3. We take it in turn to provide refreshments and an activity for the youngsters 
4. Activities have ranged from: 

a. Pebble painting 
b. Making Easter cards 
c. Clay and stick men 
d. Pasta jewellery 

5. We are extremely grateful to the committee for subsidizing the provision of the hall 
 
A thank you from us all, Fenella and Lou 
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DAME  ELIZABETH  HOLFORD'S  CHARITY 

At the AGM of the Holford Trust, held on 27 November, 2017, two new Trustees were appointed  -    
Claire Bishop and David Foale. 
 
The Committee was elected as follows:- 
     Chair:   Janine Willcock 
     Vice- chair:   Malcolm Leeding   (Representative from Forest Hill). 
     Secretary:   Jane Walker   
   Minuiting Secretary:   Alison Finch 
     Treasurer:   Chris Bignal   (Non Trustee) 
     Greta Shepherd:   (Representative from Forest Hill) 
     Claire Bishop:   (Representative from Stanton St. John) 
     David Foale:   (Representative from Stanton St. John) 
 
Unfortunately Frank Robson has retired due to ill health.  
 
The Accounts as at 31 August, 2017 showed a balance of £23.118. 77p., in total.   With this increase 
in income, the Trust will be able to honour more requests for bursaries.   It is with this in mind, that the 
Trust is applying to the Charity Commission for permission to extend the existing area of benefit to 
include children and young adults under the age of 25 from Beckley, Horton-cum-Studley and Elsfield.  
In the last year we have given bursaries to seven applicants.  
 
The School part of the Holford Centre continues to be Leased from the Trust by the Aunties Nursery.   
The Reverend Canon Beau Stevenson remains tenant of School House. 
 
The Trust has engaged the services of Marriotts Commercial Property Consultants to provide a 
survey of the School and School House with a planned maintenance schedule.   This year phase one 
of the outside painting programme will be taking place, also the Holford notice board is going to be 
refurbished.  
 
In September last year, sadly, Ian Costar stood down as Trustee of the Holford and Archivist for 
Stanton St. John.   The Archives remain in a locked cupboard at the Holford Centre.   The key for this 
cupboard was given to Chris Bignal to give to the Chair of Stanton St. John Parish Council.    The 
Archives are needing a new caretaker and may be a new home.   Please will the Parishioners of 
Stanton St. John consider this plea! 
 
It was with great sadness that Roy Roden, passed away, ex. Headmaster of Stanton School, founder 
of The Holford Trust, Trustee and Secretary of the Trust for many years.   We give thanks for his 
unstinting care of the School and all his input to Village life.  

  
St. John the Baptist Church 

Thanks to all 

A hugh thank you to everyone who contributes to the life of the Church; Those who clean, arrange 
flowers, care for the graveyard, open and shut the church each day, ring the bells, take care of the 
clock and flags, and of course to the wardens and PCC for all their hard work. 
 
 
New events 

In addition to the regular Sunday services the relatively new events in the village hall continue to go 
well. The monthly children’s Sunday afternoon activity with a tea between 4pm and 5.30pm and the 
monthly Sunday evening event, “Church without walls” (This used to be from 7.30pm to 9.30pm, but 
this year is trialling a 6pm start to see if that suits more people). 
 
 
Our curate and our ordinand 
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David Bendor-Samuel has done a great job in the village and Benefice. He is about to complete his 
third year with us and in the new few months the Bishop will decide if he will finish his curacy this year 
or next. 
 
The chancel roof 

Very sadly we had a plaster fall from the chancel roof and the Church has not been open for some 
weeks. Thanks to the support of the Gresswell Environment Trust and the hard work of Kathie Lauder 
we are close to being able to open during the day in the near future. It does mean however that works 
on the roof will have to be done and the cost for that will not be insignificant, 
 
Bell Restoration 

We continue to be grateful to Paul, Edgar and all of the bell-ringing team for the ongoing bell-
restoration project. We are much closer to having the required work done in the tower. 
 
The Vicar’s news 

With a sad heart I will be moving on in the summer. I have been asked to be the new Rector of Olney 
and feel that it is God’s calling and next place for me to serve in the future. My heart is sad as we as a 
family will be leaving people and places that we love. It will be a challenge to lead a large Church and 
we are trusting God to equip us for the task. Olney is the town where John Newton wrote the hymn 
“Amazing Grace”. We will be praying for God’s grace for us as we move and for His grace for the 
Benefice here in the interregnum and for when the new vicar arrives.. 
 
        Andrew Pritchard-Keens – Vicar  

  
 

Hillcroft Millennium Green Trust 

The Millennium Green is the central open space resource for the village, set as it is adjacent to and 

behind the Village Hall, running down to the stream at the bottom. It functions as a village green and 

is effectively owned by the village through its Trustees. 

It has been a quiet year for activity on the Green with no major events taking place. We have been 

able to support events at the Church, with overflow parking for weddings and funerals, and the 

Spinners and Weavers annual fair, but with there being fewer events on the village social calendar 

this last year there have not been the levels of activity of the past. It is set up as a quiet open area 

maintaining the axis view between the Great Wood and The Church. 

The Trust’s accounts are in good order, and as you would realize we have quite a small annual 

turnover. Our main income has been the rent from the farm tenancy of the 6 acres of the main 

Millennium Field area, supplemented by donations from people mounting their events in the hall or 

church who have needed to use the top Millennium Green area. We are in the process of agreeing a 

new lease on part of the Green where New College retain an interest and hope to hang on to that for 

the foreseeable future. 

My grateful thanks go to the Trustees who have helped maintain the Green. Help in this is always 

appreciated and if anyone has some spare time for hedge trimming, strimming or mowing over the 

summer, I would be pleased to hear from you. 

We would encourage villages to use the top green area during the summer and enjoy the view across 

to the Great Wood. The green is an area which can be hired, and there are no charges as such, only 

a suggested donation of £30 for the use by groups or organisations. 

Thank you for all your support and help over the year. 

Andrew Clark (Chairman of Trustees) 
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Holford Centre – no report available 

Dr Pink's Charity – no report available 

 

Stanton St John Charities 
The Charity consists of a group of endowments which provide income to help parishioners with winter 
heating costs.  
 
The Trustees consist of an Ex-officio Trustee who is the Vicar, two nominated Trustees appointed by 
the Parish Council for a period of four years and two co-opted Trustees appointed for a five year 
period. 
 
Applications are invited annually from individuals or families who would benefit from extra help with 
heating costs. In the past this was in the direct delivery of coal but with different heating systems 
applicants currently receive a cheque. Notices are placed in the Village Shop and in the Parish 
Newsletter in October; previous recipients are contacted personally by letter.  Any person within the 
parish may apply but help is usually restricted to those who are dependent on the State Pension or of 
restricted income. It is also helpful if neighbours or friends of infirm or housebound parishioners could 
inform the Trustees of deserving cases. 
 
The income from the endowments is distributed between the applicants. The income for 2017 was 
£550 and two applicants each received a payment of £150.00. 
 
The Trustees are very aware that the demand for these grants is likely to fall in future years and 
alternative uses of the funds are being considered. The Trustees will continue to look at the options 
available and would welcome suggestions from parishioners. 
 
The Trustees were deeply saddened to hear of the death of Mr Roden, who retired as a Trustee in 
2016.  
 
Mrs Susan Baker has kindly agreed to become a Trustee and her name has been added to the list on 
the Charity Commission Website. 
 
  
Richard Ebbs 
 
Trustee and clerk to the Trust 

  
Village Hall   

  

The report for 2017/2018 is limited in format as the future of the Village Hall Committee and structure 
remains undecided. 
The Committee responsibilities are Village Hall maintenance, Village Hall bookings and Event 
management which included the Stanton Festival. 
 
Future management of the Village Hall 
No new members have come forward for the VHMC.   
There have been no fundraising activity and VHMC is mainly involved in lettings and maintenance 
managed by David and Sheila Pullen.   
 
Trustees  
Charles Merry, Christine Lawson, Russell Warner, Judy Nesbitt, Paul Lansdown and Chris Bignall 
have all indicated they would be happy to step down and need to officially resign.  
Christine Lawson has subsequently left Stanton St John to return to her roots in Northumberland.  
Any agreed actions need to be implemented against the responsibilities held within the Charity 
Commission requirements. 
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Open Proposal  
The VH charitable trust remains in place. Duties include appointment of trustees, management of 
maintenance and lettings of the VH.  
Filing of accounts is also required and accounts to March 2018 will be needed.  
Charles Merry currently has the role of treasurer but has recently been in poor health and is certainly 
looking for succession. 
Sheila Pullen and Dave Pullen continue to operate in their roles providing general maintenance and 
managing bookings. 
 
Massive thanks to Christine Lawson 
Christine was an enthusiastic member of the committee for many years and was largely responsible 
for a large number of ‘one-off’ events in the Village and in particular the Christmas Cheer.  
This was Christine’s brain child and provided an excellent format for all ages and families to get 
together before Christmas, with different themes every year.  
A highlight was the inclusion of a Mummers play for 2 years which played to packed houses in many 
nearby locations in the Village with a strong cast of thespians from Stanton St John. 
A massive thank-you and our best wishes go to Christine as she takes a well-earned rest and can 
enjoy her return to her family and the beauty of Northumberland. 
 
Event Management 
None planned 
 
Maintenance 
General maintenance continues to be undertaken by DP.   
 
Summary  
The structure of the VHMC continues within the Charitable Trust format with the Trustees still in place. 
Any re-structure remains open and the formation of a steering group for event planning has to date 
been unsuccessful. 
Until any recommended changes are implemented the opportunity to run events under a separate 
structure outside of the VHMC can be taken on an event by event basis by willing volunteers.  
 

Russell Warner-for and on behalf of St John Village Hall Management Committee 

 

Gresswell Environment Trust  

The Gresswell Environment Trust was established to: 
“benefit the village of Stanton St John, its Conservation Area, the City of Oxford, and the Oxford 
Green Belt.” 
  
GET’s purpose is to “preserve and enhance” the above, and to educate the public on the value of the 
environment.  
 
Major achievements over the past years have been to purchase vulnerable Green Belt protected land 
in order to preserve it against development. GET trustees have also worked hard towards raising 
public awareness of the purposes and principles of the Oxford Green Belt and the National Planning 
Policy Framework, in order to keep Oxford separate and distinct from its surrounding villages and 
keep them viable as places to live and work.   
 
We promote rural preservation over against suburban takeover.    
 
In the past GET has also made considerable contributions towards the undergrounding of electricity 
cables within the Stanton St John Conservation Area, the restoration, maintenance and enhancement 
of Stanton St John Church, the up-lighting of the church for “High days and Holy days”, and has an 
ongoing commitment to sustaining the fabric of the church and churchyard as a real, historical, and 
living village asset.  
 
2017 GET became a modest shareholder in the Abingdon Arms Community Pub  
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GET continues to maintain Stanton St John churchyard, and has a modest tree planting scheme 
along the B4027 (Shepherds Pit to Bayswater).  
  
GET is ready to support Stanton St John Parish Council on capital projects that enhance or improve 
the Stanton St John Conservation Area, and those which help protect Stanton St John from further 
urban encroachment. Funds permitting, GET operates on a match-funding basis, with the Parish 
Council, in order to support applications for grants from South Oxford District Council, other Local 
Authorities, government agencies and trusts and foundations.  
 
The aim is to preserve and maintain the historic fabric and character of Stanton St John, and to keep 
the village and its environment geographically distinct, pleasant to live in, and sustainable.   
    

 
Otmoor Flyer Organising Group  

 
The Otmoor Flyer Organising Group (OFOG) had a fairly steady first year with mainly older retired 

people using the service as was predicted. We established a good relationship with Comet who 

provide the service with very few mishaps bar a couple of times when the bus failed to arrive for 

various logistical reasons. John Battye chaired the group in the first year with Dee Hazel as Treasurer 

and Jill Meyjes as Secretary. At the AGM in January Anne Purse took over as Chair and Kate 

MacFarlane took over as Treasurers. We thank all the committee for their hard work. 

 

297 token cards (10 journeys) at £15 were sold bringing in an income of £4455 over the first year of 

operation. £1000 was raised from each of the 4 parishes bringing income to £7455. The cost of the 

buses was £4934 with printing costs of £240 and insurance costs of £317.14 bringing total costs to 

£5491.14. Since January the cost of buses will have been another £2000. All this means we will have 

to ask Parish Councils for another grant soon as our outstanding balance will not sustain us over a full 

year. 

 

The service is most used by Forest Hill. Numbers in the other villages have varied with Stanton St 

John’s numbers ranging from 0 to 5. At the moment there are a couple of regular users from Stanton 

St John. While only a minority from each village use the service they are the people who have no 

other way of travelling and would be isolated and financially affected without it. We remain hopeful 

that a regular bus service can be resumed or the minibus service can be made available for 

commuting but in the meantime this is the only service available to us. 
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Parish Transport Representative 

From : John Battye (Parish Transport Representative (PTR) for Stanton St John) 

 

I attended all four OCC (Oxfordshire County Council) PTR meetings during the last year. They 

meetings were in; February, June and October of 2017 and February of this year.  As usual they took 

place in Oxford’s County Hall.  

 

After the severe cuts to Oxfordshire’s rural transport in 2016, which included the cutting of our 

108/118 bus service, OCC’s PTR meetings became almost dysfunctional until the pressure put upon 

OCC by some individual village’s PTRs and public opinion resulted in improvement. Towards the end 

of 2017 the presents of such as; Rod Savage (the Comet Co-ordinator), a County Councillor (Kirsten 

Johnson) and even a representative of one of the bus companies, (Karen Coventry the Business 

Development Manager of Stagecoach Bus Company) was much welcomed. We still wait the presents 

of several others representatives if they are willing to make themselves useful.  Towards the end of 

last year OCC said it was for the County Councillors to tell them what to do regarding transport and 

added that they had lost their expertise to be able to organise bus services.  

 

In February 2018 PTR Meeting I pointed out, in particular to the Stagecoach representative then 

present, the fact that bus number 8 or 8X could easily be diverted a little to accommodate Forest Hill 

(FH) and SSJ for minimum cost to the bus company. I emphasised to her that I had already written to 

her boss in both 2016 and 2017 explaining in detail how at least the number 8’s minor diversion could 

accommodate FH and SSJ, but did not have a positive response from him. She invited me to write 

again, this time to her, which I did. After a couple of ‘follow-up’ e-mails, I am still waiting a reply. It has 

to be recognised that just a presents of some representatives cannot be useful unless they contribute 

positively to alleviating the problems and unless OCC can use their powers correctly to pursued these 

people.     

I believe that for bus services number 8 or 8X to provide these two villages with a good service of two 

return buses per day is perfectly possible and likely to be a very low cost option. However, to achieve 

this I have to be supported in this by our Parish Council Committee members and the residents of this 

village. It has to be major support and campaign behind my proposal. I am suggesting to arrange a 

meeting with the Chairman of OCC and take a delegation with me, comprising of one or two old aged 

pensioners (OAPs), one or two of our residents working in the city, one or two of our school children 

and one rep. of our PC Committee. We could also ask FH to join these meetings. It is with us to make 

all our efforts in order to get this service which should be so easy since we are very much on the 

doorstep of Oxford City bus services.  

If we get the bus number 8 to our two villages it will also benefit both Beckley (B) and Horton cum 

Studley (HcS) in that they can arrange either with Comet two days a week, or arrange other transport 

to deliver those wishing to travel to our village as some did when the 108/118 service was operating.        

Towards the end of last year I met with Peter & William Walters of Walters Coaches based in FH, to 

discuss if they might be able to provide a basic bus service to the four Otmoor villages, or at least to 

FH and SSJ for the price of about £500 per year contributed from each village parish council (PC), 

with no charge for OAPs but other passengers paying. The focus was on dropping-off and picking-up 

from only Barton and integrating this service with one they already provide, e.g. a school run. No 

option could be found at that time but they said they would continue to keep us in mind for the future. 

Only last Friday I rang William Walters (the current MD) and he confirmed that still nothing could be 

done for the price.    

The way OFOG (Oxford Flyer Organising Group) was assembled and set up was without proper 

consultation and consideration. As a result it is unfair to our village, in that every week the 

parishioners of our village pay £6 of their council tax payments to support the running of the Comet 
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bus to B and HcS. This because running the bus on the FH / SSJ route costs £6 less than on the B / 

HcS route. The OFOG annual account as well as not being correct is written in a way that hides this 

fact. I did not approve and sign off the OFOG annual accounts at the AGM. Hence last year SSJ 

parishioners contributed at least £300 towards up keeping the running of Comet for Beckley and HcS. 

Not only is this unjust but wrong.  Why should our parishioner’s council tax be spent supporting these 

other two villages? Especially so since B (the richest village of the group) refused to contribute 

£1,000, which the other three villages paid ‘up-front’ to initially ‘float’ OFOG. After repeated 

communications eventually, in January of this year, Beckley contributed a mere £500 for last year’s 

operations. However, it has to be said that at OFOG AGM the Beckley Clerk to the PC who was 

present in the meeting said, “How much do you want us to pay?” where up Anne Purse, who had 

been proposed by DP as the new Chair for OFOG, replied, “£500.”    

Throughout my chairmanship of OFOG I was discontented not only with the financial arrangements 

but also the refusal of the rest of the committee to my repeated proposals to hold our meetings in 

public so that anyone who wished could attend and hear what was going on. Sadly, I didn’t have the 

support of committee members. However, Anne Purse, the new Chair person had said she might in 

future hold the meetings in public.   

Of course it is necessary that the Comet continues with their service to our village two days per week 

until it can be replaced with a better service for all our residents and at least not to discriminate 

against our OAPs by charging them. However, the Comet bus can still continue visiting FH and our 

village without SSJ being part of OFOG. In that way our villager’s council tax would be spent fairly for 

the benefit of its residents. At various times throughout the last year it has been suggested that OCC 

were likely, in the near future, to “do something” about the rural bus services, but nothing has yet 

materialised. In any event it is the responsibility of OCC to provide transport for venerable people free 

of charge and SSJ’s PC Committee members need to write to OCC and emphasise this point.  

On the more vaguely transport rated issue of the proposed Oxford/Cambridge Expressway I sent a 

letters to Chris Grayling (Minister for Transport), copied to John Howell (our local MP) advocating that 

if they must choose one of the options it should not be route S2 --- which for those who are not 

familiar with these proposals is the one which would most severely impact this village. I further 

suggested that probably the best solution would be not to implement the Expressway at all, but to 

complete the Oxford/Cambridge Rail link and offer it as a frequent low ticket prices service coupled 

with Park and Ride schemes along its route.  


